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ABSTRACT
I was appointed in 1997 at the start of the World Bank’s indepen-
dent International Environmental and Social Panel of Experts for the
Nam Theun 2 Dam. I made over 20 visits to Laos to carry out our
analyses, before resigning in March 2014. This article concentrates
on the Nakai Plateau resettlement and, where relevant, the dam’s
Watershed Management and Protection Area, which included a
large area between the future reservoir and the Vietnam border. It
includes what I consider the main mistakes that were made during
the resettlement process on the Nakai Plateau.
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Introduction

In the late 1990s and at the turn of the century my viewpoint on the long-term accept-
ability of large dams had become increasing sceptical (Scudder, 2019). However, as
Jacques Leslie (2014) put it in his book Large Dams, I was still looking for the one good
large dam! That dam, I thought, was Laos’s Nam Theun 2 Dam (NT2).

In 1997, the World Bank had asked me to join their independent panel of experts (POE) on
the environmental and social impacts of NT2, along with Lee Talbot and T. C. Whitmore. The
bank had institutionalized such panels in the 1980s to deal with their most difficult large
projects.

Joining the panel was a major mistake on my part. My reason for joining was too
influenced by recent emphasis in the World Bank on the need for host countries and
engineering companies to pay more attention to environmental and social issues when
planning, implementing and monitoring large dams. This increased emphasis was largely
due to Robert Goodland, the bank’s senior environmental officer, and Michael Cernea,
senior social scientist and adviser, who in the 1980s had pioneered the bank’s first
required environmental and social guidelines. Goodland would be spending quite a bit
of his time in Laos actually monitoring the environmental guidelines’ implementation in
the NT2 case.

In addition, I was very impressed with the scientists, Lee Talbot and T. C. Whitmore,
with whom I would be working. Talbot had been environmental adviser for several US
presidents, as well as a director-general of the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), while Whitmore, with close associations with
Cambridge University and Oxford, was the premier expert on tropical forests. When illness
forced him to resign from the panel, he was replaced by David McDowell, also a former
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director-general of IUCN, as well as former ambassador of New Zealand to the United
Nations. Such colleagues definitely influenced me to join the panel as well as remain on it
as long as I did.

Another pioneering aspect associated with NT2 was a four-volume concession agree-
ment (Nam Theun 2 Hydroelectric Power Project Concession Agreement, 2005) the
government of Laos signed in 1993 and the World Bank signed in 1995. Pioneered for
the NT2 project, the agreement required the project ‘to materially improve resettler
livelihoods on a sustainable basis’ (p. 4, Schedule 4, Part 1 in Vol. 2A), rather than just
restore them as required by the bank’s own resettlement guidelines.

That pioneering fact alone had encouraged me to join the panel. Our first visit to Laos
happened to coincide with the latter part of the 1990s. An Asian economic crisis caused
major changes in the final structure of the Nam Theun Power Company (NTPC), of which
the most important was the dominance of Electricité du France.

One other general point is important before commencing a detailed analysis of
the specifics of why I resigned from the POE. The construction of large dams is
seldom, if ever, based on a detailed process of options assessment. Certainly, that is
the case with all of the large dam projects that I have evaluated since 1956. As far
back as 1966, the US National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council (1966,
p. 60), with Gilbert White as chair, emphasized in their report, Alternatives in Water
Management,that ‘there may be many alternatives to water development for promot-
ing regional growth’. Where mega-dams are involved, the stage of options assess-
ment has been bypassed, because the decision to proceed has been made by the
head of state or by a country’s political elite.

Such political decision making can also jeopardize a project when a change of govern-
ment or party politics occurs, as in Sri Lanka. Seeing the minister of Mahaweli develop-
ment as his main rival, the new president tried to marginalize him by downgrading the
Mahaweli Project at the very time that additional finance and effort were needed to
complete the country’s largest project.

Another political factor weakening mega-dams for regional development was the
opposition of national and/or state ministries to a single organization taking over func-
tions that they considered their own. In regard to the Tennessee Valley Authority, I
remember Gilbert White explaining that the authority’s formation created sufficient
resistance from both the private sector and other government agencies that the United
States never supported another such regional authority.

A similar situation caused the demise of the Bandama Valley Authority in the Ivory
Coast. The successor to the first head, who did not have similar support from the
president, was unable to resist those ministries that wished to restrict the authority’s
functions to relocation of project-affected people, and to divide rehabilitation activities
like agriculture, fisheries and education among themselves.

Laos’s Nam Theun 2 project

The POE first arrived in Laos in January 1997, which was during the severe South East
Asian economic crisis, which temporarily reduced Thailand’s demand for electricity from
Laos. In 2002 the original consortium collapsed, with Electricité du France becoming the
main partner, with 35% of the investment in the NTPC. Laos is the second-largest investor.
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After 15 years, Laos has the option of increasing its share to 40%, with full ownership
transferred at no cost to Laos at the end of the 25-year concession period (for details, see
Shoemaker & Robichaud, 2018).

NT2 was a huge project for Laos. It involved two major tributaries of the Mekong River:
the Nam Theun and the Xe Bang Fai. The dam was to be built on the Nakai Plateau just
before the Nam Theun entered a series of gorges. (An overview of the project is given by
World Bank, 2018.)

The Nakai Plateau

Before joining the panel, I should have looked more carefully at the capacity of the
resettlement area and of the Lao government to improve the living standards of the
large majority of resettlers and their descendants, as well as the interest of the govern-
ment of Laos and Electricité du France in implementing such a policy effectively. The area
available for resettlement once the reservoir was full was only about 40% of the area the
villagers had previously used. Further back from the Nam Theun River after reservoir
filling, that land for resettlement was also inadequate because of low soil quality, and
inadequate availability of timber and other non-timber forest products.

Furthermore, while there was no significant rural host population to compete for
resettlement land, most of the over 4500 resettlers belonged to poorly educated and
politically weak ethnic minorities unable to compete for natural resources in surrounding
areas with relatively recent migrants into some of the local villages.

A new village, Nong Boua Kham, had been built for 57 soldiers brought to the Nakai
Plateau to herd cattle for the military. Some of them married women from other villages.
Better educated and financed, they were equipped to make the most of the opportunities
the project offered. Other competitors for local resources were better educated and
politically powerful residents in the small town of Oudomsouk, which also served as the
Nakai district centre. As for the nation of Laos, although most of the national population,
as on the Nakai Plateau, belonged to ethnic minorities that were protected in the
constitution, government policies largely ignored them.

Once the dam was built, reservoir water would be channelled to the southern edge of the
plateau, where it would flow down the escarpment in a tunnel to the power complex and via
a reservoir and a 25 km concrete channel into the Xe Bang Fai on route to theMekong. Before
the decision to build the NT2 dam, the watershed had been controlled and logged by one of
the three military agencies that controlled the long border between Laos and Vietnam. In
spite of the large-scale logging and poaching, the watershedwas still a magnificent mountain
rainforest with a wide range of wildlife, including elephants and the recently discovered Saola,
a new genus of largemammals, as well as other mammals and plants yet to be identified. POE
visits, largely on foot, to the watershed emphasized both the natural environment (not
stressed in this article) and the 4959 villagers who lived along the upper Nam Theun and
four watershed tributaries that joined the Nam Theun where it crossed the Nakai Plateau.

The villagers belonged to over 20 ethnic groups in three ethno-linguistic groupings, of
which the Vietic-speakers were considered the oldest residents in the watershed. Some
had been migratory hunter-gatherers in recent times. As elsewhere, the government had
forcibly resettled them in a few of the watershed villages. The largest group were the
Brou, who visit with, and are closely related to, the Brou on the Nakai Plateau.
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The POE was especially concerned about the villagers’ 2% yearly population increase.
For that reason, the POE’s first emphasis on the need for family planning within the NT2
project dealt with the watershed population, whose women were eager for family plan-
ning contraceptive devices and drugs regularly brought to their village by trained
personnel.

To increase contact with the Nakai Plateau and the district town and headquarters, the
POE emphasized the need to reduce contact with the large town of Lak Xao and
Khamkeut District by downgrading the connecting road into a narrow track only for
two-wheel tractors.

The government had no intention of turning the watershed villagers (aside from the
Vietic-speakers) into resettlers. Two Lao NGOs, with World Bank, IUCN and other financial
aid, were involved in providing aid and advice to some of the villages, while an agricul-
tural officer from the Nakai District headquarters was stationed in the watershed. A
programme of the Watershed Management and Protection Authority (WMPA) was to
train the villagers to patrol for poachers, while the POE wanted selected villages even-
tually to become involved in assisting biological and social research, and eventually eco-
tourism, although two villages had already requested that their village get a field research
station, which they would build.

Unfortunately, the government had little interest in the cultures of the 20 different
ethno-linguistic groups of resettlers on the Nakai Plateau and in the watershed
villages. According to Chamberlain (2002, p. 10), one Viet, one Brou and one Sek-
speaking community in the watershed should have been identified for three-to-six-
month ethnographic studies. The results would become ‘the primary reference point
for development work that ensues’. His advice was ignored by the government and
the project.

Such research would have been essential to correct government policies and actions.
Shifting cultivation would have been an excellent example. In the watershed, villagers had
learned that when yields in their fields began to decline, the land should be fallowed for at
least 10 years before being cultivated again. Not only did the government allow only a
three-year fallow, but if the owner failed to cultivate, ownership would be lost.

The Xe Bang Fai component of the NT2 project

The NT2 project is just too complicated to include a detailed discussion of the very
different environmental and social impacts along the Xe Bang Fai than on the Nakai
Plateau and in the watershed. It was a positive move for the project to include most
downstream villages in the development work. But the programme was not comprehen-
sive, nor was it completed, for lack of adequate funding from the beginning.

Project impacts on the 218 Xe Bang Fai villages (reduced, for unexplained reasons, to
158 in later studies) were serious but required very little resettlement. For that reason, not
only did the project authorities pay less attention to the Xe Bang Fai than to the Nakai
Plateau and the watershed, but where negative impacts occurred, a replacement policy
was followed rather than an improvement one.

Project authorities argued over financial responsibilities, with NTPC initially refusing
to provide over US$ 16 million, which the POE believed was insufficient; we were
proved right in due course. Furthermore, when fiscal responsibility was handed over
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to the provinces involved, none of them had the funds or the capacity to take over
their responsibilities to Xe Bang Fai downstream villages, to mitigate adverse back
water effects on villages upstream from the canal exiting from the reservoir below the
power station, and to help affected villages along the lower reaches of Xe Bang Fai
tributaries.

This situation, along with unacceptable project delays in planning and initiating an
effective development programme, was most unfortunate, as the government lost the
opportunity to design and implement an effective development programme to serve as a
pilot project for communities living downstream from future dams in Laos.

NT2 and the World Bank

At the time of our panel’s first visit to Laos in 1997, the World Bank had yet to decide
whether to finance the NT2 project. The Bank’s initial intention was to help the govern-
ment of Laos improve its capacity to host the planning, construction and monitoring of
the NT2 dam’s budgeting, and supervision of construction, as well as dealing with
environmental and resettlement issues, with the knowledge gained to be applied also
to other large dams in Laos. While over the long term such an approach made sense, it
had serious costs for the NT2 dam, which the government planned to build with or
without World Bank involvement.

The restructured and renamed Department of Energy Business in the restructured
Ministry of Energy and Mines had been actively involved from the start in NT2 planning.
The prime minister had an active interest, with the POE working directly with the senior
deputy prime minister. Several international agencies had been involved in environmen-
tal and social planning well before the POE’s arrival. CARE, for example, was largely
responsible for baseline analysis of and planning for the approximately 4500 resettlers,
and IUCN and the Wildlife Conservation Society were dealing with environmental and
social issues, with special attention to the watershed.

During the panel’s second visit in 1997, two smaller dams were visited in southern Laos.
In both cases, the inability of the government to deal with environmental and resettle-
ment issues was obvious.

The World Bank continued to have an inadequate staff at their Lao headquarters. It fielded
its own small, relatively inexperienced teams to deal with various anticipated problems poorly
articulated to other donors, and was providing some unreliable finance to IUCN’s watershed
work, with gaps in World Bank funding interfering with continuity and schedules.

The major ongoing POE concern during the panel’s initial visits between 1997 and
2005 continued to be the bank’s indecision as to whether or not to finance the NT2
project. We doubted that the bank was aware of the damage resulting from its failure to
sign the concession agreement until 2005. The POE’s third report (Scudder, Talbot, &
Whitmore, 1998) was very critical of such delays, which had ‘caused serious breaks in the
continuity of funding both for conservation planning and the implementation’ of impor-
tant livelihood projects, such as the project’s demonstration farm for small scale resettler
irrigation. Funding discontinuity by the bank has also interrupted work by other interna-
tional agencies. Such discontinuity is especially harmful in a country like Laos with
inadequate budgets and capacity of its own. It also undermines the trust and enthusiasm
of affected people.
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The problem was especially serious where the bank’s initial emphasis was on its
own small-scale projects, without linkage with the inadequately financed ongoing
projects of other agencies, like IUCN, when bank funding stopped. In its fifth report
(Scudder, Talbot, & Whitmore, 2001) the POE recommended that the bank ‘recog-
nize that further delay in initiating pre-appraisal studies can be expected to make
implementation of the resettlement program more difficult’, for resettlers were
becoming impatient and sceptical about the implementation of the resettlement
process.

On 11 April 2002, the Lao National Assembly endorsed the NT2 project as an essential
development initiative. On 3 October 2003, the concession agreement was signed by the
government. Though the World Bank had yet to agree to fund the project, international
interest increased in 2002, when the Asian Development Bank showed an interest in
possible NT2 involvement.

The POE’s sixth report (Scudder & Talbot, 2003) returned to the risks associated with
the World Bank’s delayed appraisal of the NT2 project. Further delays had occurred since
the fifth report, as had further village impoverishment, simply because households were
hesitant to make new livelihood investments.

Without a doubt, the implementation delays increased resettler anxieties and lowered
their living standards, which were dependent on NTPC stipends. The situation was
eloquently presented to the POE by the representative of the Lao Women’s Union at a
January 2003meeting at the Nakai District headquarters. ‘People would become poorer as
they wait for the project’, she said. ‘They want to grow fruit trees, but have to wait for the
project; they want to open paddy fields but they have to wait for the project.’

The POE has also been critical of the bank’s lack of staff continuity in assessing the NT2
project and lack of flexibility in applying the bank’s safety net resettlement guidelines.
Fortunately, the bank combined its project pre-appraisal and appraisal assessments and
agreed in 2004 to finance NT2 with the concession agreement, with the government finally
signing in April 2005.

The POE’s eight report was submitted in February 2005 (Scudder & Talbot, 2005), three
months before the bank signed the concession agreement with the government. While
the agreement strengthened the POE’s position and emphasized that the POE was to exist
throughout the project, at one point some bank officials wanted to deemphasize the
POE’s role. But the government and NTPC wanted the POE to remain with the project until
it was handed over to the government. Apparently, the company at that time believed
that the POE’s international standing and public reports were in NTPC’s interest.

The POE’s ninth report (McDowell, Scudder, & Talbot, 2006a) followed the World Bank’s
signing of the concession agreement (which strengthened the POE’s position by strength-
ening POE responsibilities). The tenth report (McDowell, Scudder, & Talbot, 2006b)
followed the ninth report by only nine months due to the seriousness of a range of
environmental and resettlement issues.

Government policies

Government resettlement policies, as elsewhere in Laos, were to aggregate the 4500
resettlers residing in 22 Nakai Plateau communities (to be called hamlets in the future)
into larger multicultural settlements, at the expense of their cultural independence, of the
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influence of the weaker communities, and of access to sufficient land for agriculture and
livestock management, as well as of the hunting and gathering interests of the weaker
ethnic groups.

Two economic models that would require less land were under consideration: agro-
forestry and more intensive irrigated crop agriculture, which initially involved three house-
holds on the demonstration farm (the POE recommended, without effect, that the number
be increased to at least 10 households so that community formation experiments could also
be included). Furthermore, resettlement livelihood activities were being delayed due to the
initial interest of resettlers in the development of new homes with schools, and access to
roads to the district headquarters and stores, and to the outside world.

Lao government policies

Following the prime minister’s Decree 193, of December 2000, which established the bound-
aries of the NT2 watershed, Decree 25, of 26 February 2001, specified the objectives and
activities of the WMPA. NTPC agreed to release initial funds for the authority in April 2003.

On the Nakai Plateau, Decree 37, of April 22, authorized and pioneered letting resettler
communities undertake ‘sustainable forestry business activities’, including felling and sale
of timber, and a regulation from the provincial governor established a financially inde-
pendent Nakai Plateau Village Forestry Association.

A major accomplishment during the past few years has been to establish NT2 as the
lead and most complex project in Laos’s economic development, which included impor-
tant linkages between the watershed villages and villagers on the Nakai Plateau. Attention
should be paid to the cultures and economies of the various ethnic groups in both zones,
as recommended by Laos-based anthropologist James Chamberlain, a recommendation
that the government and donors ignored. The POE did not have the time on its short
missions to deal with that fault, although we did try to return to the same families in
carefully selected Nakai Plateau villages.

Impact of the NT2 dam on the resettlers’ natural resources

Perhaps the panel’s largest single mistake was to underestimate the adverse effect that
the NT2 dam would have on the resettlers’ natural resource base. The resettlers lost to the
future reservoir approximately 45,000 hectares (ha) of highly productive crop and grazing
land, plus valuable timber and non-timber forest products, in return for only 20,000 ha of
low-quality land further inland from the Nam Theun River, which would have to support a
denser and larger population due to government policies, especially village consolidation
and allowed immigration policies.

Village consolidation

The POE had little success in convincing the government not to apply the national policy
to consolidate resettler villages into larger communities and to combine ethnic groups.
Certainly, that would reduce costs of providing schools and clinics. It would also integrate
the various ethnic groups with the Lao-speaking majority at the expense of their lan-
guages and cultures. Furthermore, consolidation on the Nakai Plateau would adversely
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affect economic access to land for agriculture and grazing, and for trees and other natural
resources. Consolidation would especially lead to the exploitation of the Vietic popula-
tion, who were formerly hunter-gatherers, as well as of other cultures.

Immigrants

In the NT2 case there have been three kinds of immigrants taking up residence in resettler
villages. Least culturally and economically intrusive are the relatives and households of
similar cultural background who choose, for a variety of reasons, to join a resettled village,
especially from the watershed, and were allowed to by the government of Laos.

Then there are two categories of better educated Lao-speakers who choose to move
into several Nakai plateau villages. Seeking employment, one category included men
(with and without families) who came from the Lak Xao area or neighbouring districts
between Lak Xao and the Nakai Plateau during a period of major pre-dam logging by two
large companies. They tended to settle in resettler villages. The second category were
soldiers that the military sent to the Nakai Plateau to herd cattle for the army. They were
given their own village (Nong Boua Kham) by the government, to which they brought
women they married from various resettler villages.

When the dam was built, and immigrants from Lak Xao and surrounding areas
preferred to return to where they came from following resettlement, NTPC provided
funds to prepare a small irrigated area (Nam Pan) in their homeland to which they were
willing to move. But that scheme was a fiasco for several reasons. The two most important
were that the farmland available would be inadequate to support married children, and
that the water for irrigation from a small stream had been contaminated by an illegal
Army gold mine near the top of a steep ridge above Nam Pan.

When I visited the mine, I was served brandy by the welcoming Vietnamese workers,
who pointed out that the mine would be extended over a large area. The NT2 project
solution was to integrate the disappointed immigrants into the already overpopulated
northernmost Nakai Plateau resettlement cluster, which contained more households than
the central or southern cluster. As for the 57 soldiers and their families, the army, having
backed down on initial plans to move them off the Nakai Plateau, resettled them in their
own village in the overcrowded northern cluster.

A former protected area of several thousand hectares across the Nam Theun from land
under the jurisdiction of the WMPA was made available. The POE was unable to convince
the government to further extend the northern resettlement area with land controlled by
the army further downstream.

Another major example where a POE recommendation for benefiting resettlers was
ignored was the refusal of the company and the government to hire a senior social
scientist to deal with major social issues, and other social scientists to deal with social
issues as they arise. Instead, the company hired two engineers as senior staff to deal with
the major economic and social issues in resettled villages. Like other officials in the field,
they complained of micromanagement by the company’s senior official (who was based
in the capitol and would not let senior staff in the field to do their jobs), insufficient funds,
and insufficient junior extension workers (especially livelihood assistants, who should be
based in villages), whose number was reduced through time.
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Also rejected was the POE recommendation that the project encourage a few students
at the National University of Laos to do their senior thesis on relevant NT2 resettlement
topics, and that other students (including resettlers) be trained for employment.

Participatory family planning

Far too little attention was paid by project authorities to family planning, though early on
two non-government organizations not only emphasized its importance but also empha-
sized that village women wanted not only family planning assistance but also reliable
access to birth control medicine on a three-month basis. The POE recommended a mobile
clinic that would make preannounced visits to every village.

The POE followed up by recommending (in its seventh report) that participatory family
planning in the context of health and livelihood improvement must be a NT2 priority issue.
Ten years later (in 2014), when I resigned from the panel (I was replaced by Elizabeth Mann,
who joined David McDowell and Lee Talbot), the government had still not implemented an
effective family planning programme – a failure thatwill have large economic and social costs.

Family planning must be included because of the limited land available for future
generations. The second-generation problem had already become one of the project’s
most serious problems.

The second-generation problem

It was already apparent by 2006. In the pilot village (Nong Boua), new marriages involving
children had already occurred, with up to three families living in a single house or a new
house being built on a plot meant for a single household. Greater pressure on the limited
arable land resources can be anticipated, especially in the northernmost resettlement
cluster, where consolidation of six villages into one area andmajor road construction have
significantly reduced the availability of arable land. NTPC has made the second-genera-
tion problem more severe through more emphasis on village construction rather than on
the economic development of the households living in those villages.

In its 18th report, based on a visit in early 2010 (McDowell, Scudder, & Talbot, 2010), the
POE noted that livelihood activities should be emphasized before the second-generation
problem emerged. Unfortunately, not only does the second-generation problem already
exist but the various project agencies appear to be unaware of its threat to livelihood
development goals for resettlers of the first, second and all future generations. Furthermore,
to the best of my knowledge, only the government of Laos has emphasized the importance
of secondary school education and training for second-generation children, so that they
could become school teachers and extension staff for village development activities.

Need for a Vietic and other ethnic villages

A Vietic village

Also ignored by the government was the POE and World Bank–supported request of the
small Vietic population to have their own village in their own spirit territory. Instead, they
were resettled in two of the large consolidated villages.
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In both of those villages the POE found that consolidated Vietic households were not
only exploited by other villagers but also given inadequate livelihood opportunities and
health care (especially in regard to drug abuse, with exploited Vietic labourers sometimes
paid in drugs). The project also ignored the request by both the World Bank and the POE
that an appropriate NGO be hired to work with Vietic and other ethnic households.

Pakatan

Pakatan culture is related to Vietic culture. When the POE learned that a Pakatan villagewas to
be integratedwith two large Hmong villages, we urged the deputy primeminister tomake an
exception to government policy by allowing Pakatan to remain a geographically separate
village, as opposed to a weak hamlet in a consolidated village. Though he agreed to this one
exception, politically Pakatanwas integratedwith twoHmong villages, while the newHmong-
dominated Village Development Committee gained access to the Pakatans’ former land.

Nong Boua

Nong Boua was the first ethnic village to which the POE made frequent visits. In my last
visit to Laos, we sat for over an hour one rainy evening with the former headman and his
wife. Their village had been incorporated as a hamlet into one of the three most powerful
resettler villages. When I asked whether that had caused them any problems, they
answered: when jobs became available, their hamlet never received any.

Resettler livelihood

Some NTPC personnel saw NT2 as only a hydro project, even after the official name was
changed in 2007 to the Nam Theun 2 Multipurpose Project. Though it was especially true
of NTPC dam construction personnel, even road and village construction were given
priority over livelihoods.

Monitoring

The major international agencies involved in the NT2 project funded their own monitor-
ing systems. Initially the World Bank funded two such systems; one was the independent
POE. The other reported directly to the president of the bank. Because it was duplicating
the activities of the POE, the bank’s system was eventually terminated.

The POE was appalled by the inability of the NT2 project agencies to design and use a
satisfactory monitoring system prior to the 9 December 2008 inauguration of the dam:

The October 1998 Census and Socio-Economic Survey on the Nakai Plateau provided a
starting point for implementing a statistical analysis of changes and continuities of resettler
livelihood throughout the Resettlement Implementation Period. Rejecting that approach,
NT2 Project agencies attempted to monitor resettlement impacts on every household. Such
an approach is ‘neither feasible or practical’ as the POE stated in its first report (February 1997)
for providing the type of data and analysis needed for adaptive management purposes.
(McDowell et al., 2010, p. 10)
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Though by 2010 the project’s Monitoring and Evaluation Unit was finally designing, and
preparing to implement, a more appropriate system, the POE has had to rely on its own
interviewing to explore living standard and income trends. During our February 2010 visit,
our concern had increased that resettler incomes might be dropping in a significant
number of households. Further data collected in October 2010 in a small number of
households and from officials did suggest that over the past three years, the income of a
significant number of previously non-vulnerable households had begun to drop, while
debt loads were increasing.

The POE recommended ‘that the Monitoring and Evaluation Unit promptly check the
POE findings on debt and income trends and that the NTPC gender specialist and the
social scientist be included in the survey team’ (pp. 10–12).

The five livelihood pillars

The information that follows is based on my own knowledge until March 2014, complemen-
ted by information from the POE’s most recent report (McDowell, Mann, & Talbot, 2018b).

The fisheries pillar

This pillar reminded me of the days when I was the senior sociology consultant for the
Fisheries Division of the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization (Scudder & Conelly,
1985). Of the five pillars, fisheries were the most reliable resource the NT2 project created
for the resettlers.

Throughout the tropics, the productivity of a fishery increases during the first few years
as fish feed on the organic material that has been inundated. Once that material has been
consumed or dispersed, productivity drops to the reservoir’s carrying capacity.

Fish catches in the Nakai Reservoir have followed that classic pattern. After relatively high
yields following dam closure, the catch more or less stabilized at a lower level. The NTPC
Fishery Research Unit reported that the catch had remained relatively similar for roughly
four years, up to 2013, the last years for which they had data prior to my departure.

Unfortunately, the resettlers lost access to a significant portion of fish during the best
years of fishing when the government allowed a politically influential timber company to
contract for the removal of rosewood and conifers from the reservoir. Barges were hired;
the POE counted at least 12 operating on the reservoir at one time. On another occasion,
25 barges were moored on the shore, and their employees continued to fish; some were
professional fishers from the Nan Ngum Reservoir in northern Laos.

While the reservoir was restricted to the resettlers, and approximately 300 Oudomsouk
residents, for an initial 10 years and then 20 years by the prime minister’s decrees, the
barge workers fished during the best years. Unfair competition also came from the
Oudomsouk fishers, who could afford more effective equipment.

Both female and male resettlers fished, with women subsequently learning how to
process and cook fish for marketing.

The success of the fisheries pillar was also limited by other factors. One that most
village fishers emphasized was competition from outsiders (like the barge labourers)
illegally fishing the reservoir. Actually, there were two types of illegal fishing. One was
the villagers themselves, some fishing in protected areas reserved for reproduction, and
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some selling their catch to outside traders, thus avoiding the 7% tax on catches that
would otherwise go to the village fishing association. The other type of illegal fishing was
by outsiders. The POE’s concern was that such illegal fishing steals resources from the
resettlers, undermining the sustainability of their most reliable livelihood pillar.

What is required is more effective law enforcement on the reservoir, with village fishery
associations and the WMPA patrolling by boat to deter illegal fishing. For years there has
been friction between the village fishing associations and the WMPA, due to the WMPA’s
inability to use its authority to patrol protected areas of the reservoir over which it has
responsibility or to cooperate with the resettlers. This is particularly a problem where the
WMPA controls a key section of the reservoir north of the Thalang Bridge and upstream
from the dam that falls in another district between the bridge and the dam, which is
where most of the illegal fishing and marketing takes place, but where the WMPA does
not allow resettler patrolling or trading. Some co-patrols with the WMPA and the village
fishing associations have been undertaken in these areas, and these are a welcome but
still exceptional development.

There is an urgent need to give the resettler fishers a feeling of ownership of the fish
resource and recognition of their self-interested responsibility to watch for and report or
apprehend those conducting illegal activities that undermine their fishery livelihood. One
problem is that most resettlers still have not even registered their own boats or become
active supporters of their village fishing associations.

The POE’s 28th report noted that a priority review of the fisheries pillar had yet to be
completed. ‘Any real improvements in the effectiveness of enforcement have been, at least
anecdotally, purely temporary – illegal fishing and trading remain a problem. Many boats
are unregistered and even fewer fishers carry licenses’ (McDowell et al., 2018b, p. 14).

Forestry pillar

The forestry pillar was unique in Laos, as it was the first time that the central government
gave a rural population control over the forests adjacent to their villages. Expectations for
the pillar were high, since it was expected to provide a third of the income for each
resettler village. Since joining the POE, David McDowell has taken over responsibility for
the forestry pillar, so my assessment of its history is based largely on his knowledge and
on the last report of the POE (McDowell et al., 2018b).

To summarize, no dividends were paid to resettlers between April 2012 and my departure
in 2014; the inventorizing, protection and management of the forest resource have been
minimal; the harvesting and use of the timber have been deficient, to a level which has
produced serious waste; marketing has been inadequate, and the endeavours tomeetmarket
demands seriously flawed; and there has been little success in the few attempts to begin the
process of fostering regeneration and forestation of degraded or cleared forest land.

The size of the forest estate has been reduced by encroachments, the largest being the
conversion of some of the land to additional agricultural land, which has been distributed
to resettlers and often burned off for shifting cultivation without the considerable timber
resources being harvested beforehand. When logs were removed ahead of the burning,
they were seldom processed but only abandoned in log yards or ponds. One assessment
is that shifting cultivation, mainly for rice, had cleared around 700 ha of community forests
in 2013, which would amount to 4–5% of the hamlet forests.
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Looking to the future, the initial and inclusive Village Forestry Management Committee
failed the resettlers. According to the POE’s July 2018 report (McDowell et al., 2018b),
resettlers have received no income from the forestry pillar for four years. Sixteen hamlet
forestry management plans have been completed, with sufficient resettler participation,
but implementation has yet to occur.

Agriculture pillar

As late as March and April 2008, no full-time national and international marketing experts
had been recruited, not just to cover the resettlers but for farmers in all project areas. In its
15th Report (30 April 2009), the POE’s recommendation on this matter was one of the
most important, because project efforts to commercialize agriculture and livestock
require that marketing receive equal importance with production. Though a suitable
national expert was recruited, he resigned because marketing had yet to be properly
integrated within the livelihood programme.

Each resettler household received one 0.66 ha plot and one 0.22 ha plot, an area for a
household garden, as well as access to irrigation, reservoir and island drawdown areas, and
gully dams. In the POE’s opinion the results from these resources nowhere near justify the
work put into them. The reasons are various. The soils are seldom fertile in the resettlement
area; the pumped irrigation and intensive farming practices systems are a new and poorly
implemented technology; the two larger projects on the 0.66 ha farms are too complex.

Agriculture received a major setback in 1973 when NTPC brought in a French couple
from Madagascar who stopped what agriculture had been accomplished, especially in
Nong Boua, where the resettlers had established irrigated agriculture and the first water
user association. Mushrooms were grown, and several other crops, which women had
begun to market in Oudomsouk. The French couple stopped all such agricultural devel-
opment to concentrate on pasture development. Their pasture ideas were good, but
should not have been encouraged at the expense of other agricultural development
underway at the time. It took NTPC over a year to realize their mistake and to end the
French couple’s contract.

Not only had a year been lost, but when I resigned in 2014 no water user associations
had been formed to service the irrigation that the concession agreement required to be
initiated on the bottom portion of the resettlers’ 0.66 ha field. In spite of the investment of
time and energy by the resettlers, the government and the company, agriculture was still
a disappointing sector at the time of my departure in March 2014. Remunerative and
usually less labour-intensive pursuits existed, like fishing and timber poaching.

I collaborated with David McDowell on the agricultural pillar sections that follow. Many
of the statistics make for discouraging reading. In spite of a range of options being
offered, resettlers use of the largest allocation of land to them (the 0.66 ha plot per
household) was declining, not growing. Agro-forestry, pasture development and indus-
trial crop cultivation (e.g. cassava) were offered, but only agro-forestry has been taken up
with any enthusiasm or significant results.

Agro-forestry is the bright spot on the agricultural front. The area devoted to it has
been growing. This is clearly a growth area, and plans are afoot to expand the sector
accordingly. At the time of my departure, about a third of households were receiving
seeds for planting, a proportion which should be expanded as rapidly as possible.
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Likewise, an intensified programme aimed and designed largely for the second-gen-
eration families should be initiated to take up the opportunities offered by the idle
irrigation systems set up by the company. Only 31 are currently being used. At least
another 50 are apparently repairable. They should be repaired, and associated 0.22 ha
plots should be reassigned to hand-picked second-generation families to develop the
unutilized irrigation systems. Though NTPC was critical of contract farming, that was
another option to be considered by the second generation.

Is a substantial intensification and acceleration of the use of the 0.66 ha plots
realistic? We spent time with a hard-working woman, employing two or three others.
Two-thirds of her fully developed plot, accessing water for irrigation from a nearby
tank, was planted in vigorously growing pineapple plants. Under three long seedling
and plant shelters, she was producing scores of vegetables and hundreds of plant
seedlings for sale. There was not a plough in sight. Each cabbage or chilli plant was
in its own carefully dug round hole, filled with ground-up soil fertilized with home-
made organic matter (derived from rice husks, a vegetable oil additive and decayed
vegetable materials) and watered on a daily basis. She makes a good living from her
labours and enterprise. Replicated many times over, with a variety of products to
head off over-production for the limited local market, this operation could make the
resettlement agricultural sector look healthier. This is the beginnings of a farmer-to-
farmer exercise being set up, and already this woman is showing others how she
manages. More such exercises must be undertaken, with the village extension work-
ers mobilized to foster them. Farmer-to-farmer programmes are working well in the
Xe Bang Fai downstream area.

Good progress is being made in increasing the percentage of resettlers growing
products for their own use in home gardens.

There also is a need to set targets and timelines regarding the use of reservoir margins
for gully dams and the reservoir and islands for drawdown agriculture, which has a long
history among the resettlers. In the past, practically every village had access to a small
Nam Theun tributary where a gully dam could be built. One such dam was built by the
demonstration farm, which provided enough water to irrigate the crops of the three
resident families.

The potential of drawdown agriculture along the shores of islands in a hamlet’s
territory or the shore of the reservoir has often been mentioned by both the company
and the POE for growing varieties of rice and, more likely, for creating pasture for cattle
and buffalo. Major complementary problems are the shallowness of the reservoir and
climate change, which together could cause unexpected flooding and flood recession,
which have destroyed different varieties of rice in the past.

The comments on agriculture in the POE’s 28th report (July 2018)1 refer to the planning
process rather than to plan implementation, since agricultural development has not met
expectations. The necessary agriculture planning will be incorporated in the Nakai Plateau
Livestock, Agriculture and Fisheries Project. Led by the District Agriculture and Forestry
Office, this plan ‘should be the basis of a new agricultural development plan to meet the
requirements of the concession agreement and . . . its funding and technical support
should be fully integrated into overall development planning for the resettlement
villages’ (McDowell et al., 2018b, p. 11).
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Livestock pillar

Livestock is a livelihood pillar that is assuming greater importance for the resettlers. It
includes pigs, goats, ducks, chickens, and, especially important, large stock, including
cattle and buffalo. Because of their potential contribution to the livelihood of the reset-
tlers, large livestock are of primary concern in the livestock pillar.

In 2013 buffalo were starving in large numbers because of lack of grazing area – a
serious problem that resettlers said never happened when they lived at their old village
sites. Since this starvation was due to the project, the POE recommended that the
company provide compensation for the thousands of buffalo that had died since
October 2007. As the POE explained to NTPC management, some resettlers have lost
over 50% of their buffalo, while others had to sell emaciated buffalo at half price. Some
resettlers solved their problem by illegally allowing some of their buffalo to run wild
across the Nam Theun in the watershed. The POE visited one family that had managed to
keep a small herd together there by giving them a salt lick during regular visits.

Over the years the POE has emphasized the need to vaccinate buffalos and cattle
to protect them from epidemic diseases such as foot and mouth disease and
haemorrhagic septicaemia, which might be introduced from the watershed and
Khamkeut District, where the diseases have been reported and rates of vaccination
were low. An ongoing, comprehensive vaccination programme is now being carried
out on the Nakai Plateau by village veterinarians and village extension workers, with
support of the company. The first comprehensive round was completed by the end
of July 2014, and good progress has been reported, although the totals remain low
by international standards.

While both buffalo and cattle provide sources of cash in emergencies, in recent years, it
appears to us that a shift is occurring to raise cattle for income, with people in several
villages reporting to us that they were shifting from buffalo to cattle ownership. For
example, in Ban Done Village, we were told that many villagers increasingly prefer cattle
to buffalo. They felt that the cattle were more disease resistant, but significantly, they
reported that their cows could expect a calf a year, which, after three years, could be sold
for LAK 2.5 to 2.8 million. Buffalo are less prolific. Another example is Nakai Village, where
people were shifting rapidly from buffalo to cattle and noting that the cattle provided ‘a
stable income’. These are two of the largest villages on the plateau, so the livestock
situation there may be a significant indicator of trends in other villages also.

Most of the buffalo and cattle owned by the resettlers feed on rather sparse grasses
and other vegetation, often in the degraded forest areas. They have adapted to this
rather rough diet, and they show moderate productivity on it. However, if the livestock
are to be managed for maximum profit, they require substantially more nutritious
fodder. For higher productivity, they need to form more project-encouraged production
groups and require better managed pasture development, better livestock feeding
practices and better animal husbandry. Pasture improvement will require application
of fertilizers, active management of the livestock, and probably more nutritious feed
species. Above all, it will require understanding by the villagers of the importance of
livestock development. Such expenditures are totally foreign to most resettlers, and
achieving their active cooperation and participation would require a significant educa-
tional effort.
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Such education has not occurred. According to the POE report of 2018, ‘we once again
drew attention to the continued rapid growth in numbers of large livestock reported by
farmers well above the assessed carrying capacity of the plateau based on existing practices
of open grazing.. . . One reason there has been no crisis yet is that possibly a fifth or more of
these animals – at least 1000 by the village reports we received on this mission – have in fact
have been turned loose to graze in the protected area where they do considerable damage,
and the WMPA wants them out’ (McDowell et al., 2018a, p. 12).

Off-farm pillar

The concession agreement places considerable emphasis on ‘training on other income
generating activities and technical support’ and ‘that two types of training . . . are con-
ducted’ (10.4 and 10.4.1). One type deals with the first four pillars. The other type
emphasizes training and extension programmes aimed at, for example,

involving villagers in the defining and planning and implementation of education and
training components of the resettlement program which will be directed towards improving
the standard of living; helping adapt and upgrade the skills of the villagers to facilitate the
adoption of the practices proposed under the livelihood model . . . ; [and] providing support-
ing health, nutrition and vocational education for the successful adoption of new livelihood
systems across and between communities.

According to POE Report 21B,

the Off-Farm Pillar has yet to attract the attention paid to the other four pillars. More attention
is needed now for further education and especially vocational training for second generation
students who are interested in careers as members of Nakai District’s team of development
workers. (McDowell, Scudder, & Talbot, 2013)

While the POE is pleased to note more emphasis on training the second generation as
electricians and mechanics, training as masons, carpenters and in other skilled professions
is also needed to maintain resettler villages and provide employment opportunities
elsewhere. According to POE Report 22,

The proliferation of off-farm activities has happened only slowly, with resettlers inclined to
engage in pursuits that they are familiar with or inmore immediately remunerative activities like
rosewood gathering and selling activities. It has to be said that until recently here has been a
lack of dynamism in the area of capacity building in general. (McDowell & Talbot, 2014)

According to the POE’s latest report (McDowell et al., 2018b), Nakai District now has four
staff members working full-time on off-farm programmes, three of whom are from the
district. An initial monitoring survey in April, 2018, shows

growth within both small businesses and employment since 2016. A total of 62 people
attended training courses from 2015 until 2018. Of these, 34 found a job of which 20 were
in a field related to their training. It isn’t possible to attribute all this activity to NTPC
programmes, but the results are encouraging. (p. 15)
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Key NTPC issues

Between 1997 and 2014, when I resigned from the POE, NTPC had given environmental
and social issues significantly less standing than construction. Four-to-six-month resettle-
ment delays had occurred. A major problem was that NTPC’s head contractor operates
essentially independently, with little consultation with any other teams. For example, too
many labourers at the dam site would have a negative impact on the surrounding
environment and at the expense of a future programme on eco-tourism. When we
discussed the size of the dam site labour camp during our January 2006 mission, we
were assured by the head contractor that the camp would hold a maximum of 650
workers and that sewage and other environmental safeguards were taken. Just prior to
our next visit, we learned that the head contractor had increased the labour force during
the 2006 dry season to about 1100 and that more labourers were expected during the
next dry season. Clearly, the head contractor went ahead with this breach of agreement
with no further consultation.

During the POE’s next visit, the POE required, first, that the head contractor produce a
specific environmental assessment and protection plan for the dam labour site, including
sewage disposal. Second, the plan must be agreed on by the NTPC teams, and the POE
must be given adequate proof of implementation. Third, there must be a written agree-
ment from the head contractor that the agreed-on figure cannot be exceeded without the
concurrence of NTPC and the POE. Only then will the POE approve a specified increase in
the number of labourers at the camp above the originally agreed 650.

I recall another high NTPC official who was convinced that the company would find it
much easier to get future contracts in Laos for hydro projects as opposed to multipurpose
ones. He stated that conviction at the ceremony for initial power generation. He referred
to NT2 as a hydro project, though its official title at the ceremony now was as a multi-
purpose project.

As another arbitrary and environmentally destructive example, the well-built and
attractive labour camp at the dam site, with kitchen and dining area overlooking the
reservoir, which could have played an important role in developing an eco-tourism
programme, was totally removed when the dam was completed. The engineers were
also unaware that illegal and environmentally destructive logging was going on less than
300 yards from the labour camp entrance. Very destructive to the resettlement pro-
gramme, totally inadequate attention was paid to the adverse impacts of the coffer
dam on resettlement villages and fields for grazing and cultivation of rice further up the
watershed side of the Nam Theun, as well as along a major watershed tributary. This
affected the agriculture and housing of at least seven villages, whose resettlers had to be
shifted to temporary housing before the next wet season.

The POE also found that reservoir water backed up behind the NT2 dam had flooded
approximately 80 ha of rainfed rice along the Nam Sot, which entered the reservoir from
the watershed. Careful hydrological surveys completed on the resettler (south) side of the
reservoir had not been completed by the company on the watershed side. The negative
impact on the Nam Sot also brought attention to at least one village that was negatively
affected by flooding. As a result, it was forcibly integrated into upstream Nam Sot villages,
all of which were then consolidated into one village.
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Project road contractors tended to ignore resettlement and forest issues in the align-
ment of major and minor roads. It was apparent that one subcontractor at least had only
limited experience in how to use the natural contours of the land in a high-rainfall area to
lessen erosion and subsidence, or how to build effective lateral drainage systems to lessen
the impact on slopes of large volumes of runoff, or how to use the forest cover as
protection from the impact of downpours.

Government officials were unaware of the ability of outsiders to bypass the main gate
and checkpoint when taking illegally purchased fish for sale in the city of Lak Xao. The
checkpoint was located where the roads from the reservoir, the NT2 dam and a large
Hmong village joined. Behind that village, the POE found that a rough track had been
built though Hmong gardens which allowed illegal fish traders and other thieves to drive
around and behind the checkpoint gate and back to the main road.

The future of Laos

A long thin country, with a mountainous border mainly with Vietnam, Laos’s many Mekong
tributaries running the width of the country are well suited for dams, whose hydropower is
expected tomake Laos the ‘energy battery’ for the surrounding countries. ‘As ofMay 2019, the
Lao government reported having 63 operational hydropower plants . . . an additional 112
under construction . . . and a further 340 planned’ (International Rivers Network, 2019, p. 8).
What those figures indicate is that every Mekong tributary in the country will eventually be
compromised by one or more dams. Based on my experience with dams since 1956, flows in
those tributaries will be conserved and regularized to generate as much hydropower as
possible.

The situation in Laos at the beginning of the 2019 rainy season is that the Mekong
in effect ceased flowing in central Laos, primarily because dams in both China and
Laos are retaining in their reservoirs all the rainfall that is occurring. The situation is
complex and appears to involve, according to concerned experts, the interplay of El
Niño, climate change, and especially, in my opinion, the increasing number of dams
in China and Laos.

China is the dominant player among all the countries along the Mekong River. China’s
11 operating dams

have a total electricity generating capacity of 21,300 megawatts – more than the installed
capacity of all the downriver countries combined. For starters, by reducing the flow of fresh
water and nutrient-rich sediment from the Himalayas into the sea, these mega-dams are
causing a retreat of the Mekong Delta in southern Vietnam. The resulting sea water intrusion
is forcing rice farmers to switch to shrimp farming or growing reeds. (Chellaney, 2019, p. 1)

China’s maintenance work on the Jinghong River in the summer of 2019

resulted in the release of torrents of water. The resulting floods in Thailand and Laos
destroyed crops and disrupted fish. Damaging local people’s livelihood, China then refilled
the Jinghong Dam using Mekong water. The drop in downstream levels compounded water-
scarce conditions, the result of a 40% shortfall in monsoon rains in June and July instead of
overflowing during the summer, the Mekong River Commission reports, the river reached
record low levels, depleting fish stocks and setting back rice production.. . . Despite all this,
China has shown no sign that its dam-building frenzy is abating. (p. 2)
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In Laos, initially reduced 2019 flows from its depleted reservoirs are also playing a
role in lowering the Mekong. The Mekong in Laos in June and July is now so low
that some types of aquatic life are dying. Meanwhile, the environmental and socio-
economic impact of Laos’s dams on Laos’s river basin population can be expected to
worsen over the length of the dammed tributaries. Road construction to dam sites
will be especially devastating where watersheds close to the Chinese and Vietnam
borders will make the catchment of each dam more accessible for environmental
degradation (especially due to logging and poaching). Dams requiring resettlement
from the reservoir basin are likely to make most of the residents and their descen-
dants worse off. Most of those living downstream are likely to suffer the same fate,
since their livelihood is likely to be harmed by the impact of the regularization of
river flows on the valuable wetlands, on flood recession agriculture, on fishing, and
on herding in the dry season. Tourism, an important source of income in Laos is also
apt to suffer, when major rivers like the Nam Ou are no longer free flowing.

Then there is always the threat of dam collapse. On 23 July 2018, saddle dam D collapsed
during the construction of the Xe Pian Xe Namnoy Dam. Downstream in Attapeu Province,
up to 71 villagers died, a large but unknown number are missing and 6600 are displaced. A
year later, compensation has been totally inadequate for the displaced to restore their
former lifestyles. In one case, the land that was cleared was subsequently given to a Chinese
company to grow bananas, and the resettlers, who had been growing rice on that land,
were expected to work on the banana farm (International Rivers Network, 2019).

I have never been able to understand the rationale behind the government’s lack
of concern for the welfare of citizens being forced off their land, not just in connec-
tion with dams, but also when special economic zones are declared for industry or
when the land of rural or urban citizens is allocated to private companies for
plantations or urban development. Also destructive of local cultures is the govern-
ment’s lack of concern when better educated Lao-speaking immigrants further
increase the pressure on resettlers’ cultures when the government insists that they
be consolidated as hamlets in consolidated villages.

Note

1. David McDowell, Elizabeth Mann (who replaced me) and Lee Talbot were the members of the
report, while Rob Laking served as POE advisor and editor. He played a major role in pulling
together the five pillar sections.
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